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Food, Architecture and
Experience Design
The paper explores how performative elements
of an architectural-food based approach can be
used to generate new experience-related spa-
ces in the future city, putting a focus on the cre-
ation of social bonds and citizen relations by
means of temporary public meal events and
small-scale food activities. 
With the overall subject of designing the future
experience cities, our initiate goal have therefo-
re been to try to point out some of the parame-
ters used in the interplay between food and
architecture to create new food-related experi-
ences and to examine the subject of the meal
and food as an “experience-related-system”
possibly initiating social relations. The purpose
of this approach has been potentially to contri-
bute to illuminate a wide range of needs and
undiscovered possibilities within the interrelated
field of design, architecture and food; ranging
from interior functions, building design, and
cityscapes to industrial design and performative
activities of the city.
Reconsidering the public spaces of the city from
the perspective of an architectural-food based
approach implicit demands for an understan-
ding of the inherited relations between the fields
of respectively architectural design and culinary
arts. As such the first part of the paper outlines
considerations on contemporary food experien-
ces based on two restaurant experiences and a
historical study investigating the utilization of
architecture and design relative to creating
spectacular meal experiences, having a higher
purpose of developing social relations and sup-
porting cultural development.
Relative hereto, second part of the paper propo-
ses to utilize the performative and sensuous
elements of cooking in an architectural-food
based approach as means to generate tempora-
ry food domains in the city, inviting for sensuous
and explorative meal experiences further ser-
ving a cultural and social encouragement
among citizens. Taking our point of departure in
two specific cases developed at the Institute of
Architecture and Design at Aalborg University,
we will argue that small-scale urban experi-
ments are needed. With the two cases we fur-
ther seek to illustrate how chefs in collaboration
with architectural designers methodically enga-
ge in the work of experience design within a
new “sphere” of total-design, and how a combi-
nation of performative experiences, food, plate,
and room possibly can initiate social relations in
public spaces.
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Introduction 
Today we witness a time where food and meals
move toward performative experiences and
where food and meals to a greater extent are
social events drifting from the space of the
dinner table into the domains of the city.
- A perfectly shaped sphere, yet frizzing from the
meeting of cold with warm. Hovering above
ingenious geometrical shapes and accompanied
by coloured foam, it lures a unification of aesthe-
tic and gustatory taste, and contributes to a uni-
que and spectacular meal experience. 
This futuristic strawberry sorbet designed by
the MOTO restaurant in New York is just one
among several new developments within the
contemporary culinary trend; Molecular
Gastronomy. The USA is, however, not the only
country experimenting, and during the last few
years a still growing amount of the world’s hip-
pest restaurants have gained an interest in the
molecular culinary field, and as we will argue,
the fields of food- and experience related
design. 
Today we further witness a time where the
ordinary meal reaches out towards new spec-
tacular experiences. Where the meal and food
to a greater extent are experiences orchestra-
ted by precise sequences of surprises expres-
sed through texture, composition, form, and
interaction with the diners. Where the meal
experience drifts from the space of the dinner
table into the dining room, the city, and finally
merges with the urban landscape by means of
grand performative food events.  –Where, fur-
thermore, the meal involves new socializing
interactive products like the key features iBar™
and iWall™ of the new exclusive club “24” in
Soho, London designed by Mindstorm
International. The iWall™ is an interactive fea-
ture covering the entire wall of the club, and in
relation hereto the interactive counter iBar™ is
used at the centre of the club as means for cli-
ents to relax and meet new people across
drinks and chatting. The iBar™ acts as a cen-
tral, socializing point and invites for new gathe-
rings or social relations by sensuous and bodily
involvement in the act of drinking or eating.
The ability to change effects at the touch of a
button means that visitors at the iBar™ and
iWall™ can produce different themes providing
varied experiences at any time on any given
night. This technology has given the '24' the
accolade of “having the most technologically
advanced venue in the capital of London”.
Mindstorm International. http://www.mind-
storm.eu.com/home (29.2.2008)
One major effect of introducing this technology
in '24' is the number of event bookings the club
presently receives. As a venue for hire it boasts
the ability to provide customized software
effects, which clients can tailor to match their
brand or theme, creating a dream venue for
any event planner. 
On the background of the perspectives of the
club “24” it could be argued that interactive
tools and performative technology as means to
orchestrate spectacular food experiences and
form social relations constitute important
aspects in the development of social relations
in the future experience cities. But what about
architectural design and the design of the
actual meal experience?   
The topic; Food as experience and event, as inci-
tement for a development of the future citysca-
pes has been chosen on the background of an
interest in the historical and future potential
developments of the meal in relation to the sig-
nificance of the architectural settings and their
staging value of the servings and presentation
of food as an event, and the social values inhe-
rited herein as means to create spaces in the
city where citizens, artists, and chefs can chal-
lenge each other.
Food as experience and event
The spaces and domains of food are all around
us and food-related activities occur in several
places and shapes both indoors and out; per-
haps in the design of the restaurant, the cafés,
markets, barns, fields or steps and low walls
along the street pavements of the city, which
we encounter while we are enjoying our lunch
in the sun. - Eating and drinking are natural
preconditions for human survival and constitu-
te a regular ingredient in our daily lives; both in
the private sphere of the home and in the
public domains of the city. 
Throughout history, food has played an impor-
tant role in the everyday activities of man, and
much of his time has been occupied with the
task of gathering, hunting, growing or produ-
cing food. Seen in a historical perspective,
human culture has developed from a hunter-
gatherer and peasant society into an industrial
society providing expanded possibilities of
standardization and mass production of food
and goods, and unfortunately also rising scams
and frauds on food products. Recently we ente-
red a new Millennium where starvation and
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lack of food in the Third World Countries
stands in stark contrast to the wealth and pro-
sperity of western European metropolises cha-
racterised by the consumers expecting far
more than the mere food ingredients.
(Jacobsen, 2005; Carlsen, 2006; Korsmeyer,
1999; Fisker, 2003)
According to the president of the Danish
Culinary Academy; Jan Krag Jacobsen, an enti-
rely new agenda prevails as our modern every-
day lives are no longer dominated by starvation
and lack of food. An agenda where food is not
just a matter of nutrition, but where food and
meals play crucial roles in our consumer choi-
ces making the food an important part of con-
temporary cultural offers. Cultural offers,
which we, due to biological reasons, are forced
to consider several times a day. (Jacobsen,
2005) 
Purchasing a prepared meal or snack outside
the private home has been possible in most
European cities since the Roman Antique peri-
od and the Middle Ages where cookshops soled
hot dishes to be eaten “on-the- go”. In time
these cookshops or street vendors evolved into
taverns, alehouses, inns, and actual restaurant
settings as we know them today. (Strong 2002)
In the book; Food + Architecture, architect and
professor Karen A. Franck argues that being
able to visit a public place of refreshment regu-
larly, to linger and socialise, gives people an
alternative to home and work - “a third place”
which generate a sense of community and offer
an opportunity for political discourse. Franck
further argues that since its invention in 18th-
century Paris, the restaurant has been envisio-
ned as a place of display and sensuous luxury,
and the coupling of restaurant to consumption
by spectacular experiences and product display
have been utilized to encourage diners to visit
shops and restaurants. (Franck, 2005) If we
consider these tendencies from the perspective
of contemporary urban planning and architec-
tural development, those fields likewise show a
tendency towards growth and the utilization of
niche food stores, cafes, and exclusive restau-
rants as means to advance or regenerate cul-
tural offers. And Franck argues that today, cul-
tural institutions such as art museums, movie
theatres, and concert halls are often supplied
with individual cafes and restaurant settings,
creating an eventful pause or completing the
cultural experience with an exclusive meal. An
experience engaging all sense modalities gat-
hered in one place. (Franck, 2005)
This is according to Franck a tendency sugges-
ting that food to a greater extent is utilized as a
means to promote cultural offers, and it is pre-
sumably a result of growing interests within
experience economy as a means to regenerate
sectors of urban economy. (Franck, 2005) As
such, it is no longer just leisure parks, art
museums and the like which forms the cultu-
ral experience offers of today, but also restau-
rants and the public dining facilities of the city,
acting as important operators in the overall
experience-related sector. This tendency, in
our opinion, presumably is a result of the cur-
rent growth in demand and competition within
food offers, as well as a rising quest for good
food experiences and the extraordinary or
exclusive service. 
With the Industrialization, modern technologi-
es, and rising globalization the supply of foods
and goods in the western world is larger than
ever before. Generally speaking, most people
have unlimited access to foods from different
cultures, of varying qualities and variable pri-
ces via grand grocery stores or the Internet.
With the advances in technology and knowled-
ge, it has become possible to preserve, can,
freeze, stow, refine, and process foods in innu-
merable ways and manners. The choices of
foods are as relevant as ever before, and
manufacturers, distributors, salesmen, and
restaurant owners must to a greater extent
compete to draw customers’ attention specifi-
cally towards their product or store/ business.
(Strong, 2002)  
Enrolling the meal and food products in cultu-
ral, performative experiences as such become
means of creating an extra emotional layer or
narrative to the nutritional value of the food,
thus opening up towards a more personal and
individual engagement in the identity of each
consumer.  
Food as performative experience
In relation to the expanding utilization of food
offers as cultural offers within the restaurant
business, a greater focus is put on the sensu-
ous experience and the staging of the meal as
“aesthetic taste” and an exclusive total-experi-
ence, rather then gustatory taste. Most wes-
tern restaurants are highly concerned with
adding a specific atmosphere or narrative to
their food, expressed through architectural
means as interior décor, tableware, or prepa-
ration and servings of the food. (Kirshenblatt-
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Gimblett, 2007)
Within most top-restaurants and acclaimed
chefs of the culinary field there is today as
such a rising focus on food as experience and
event. In small scales, experiments are perfor-
med in which food is served as tiny, provocative
and almost explosive experiences, where the
sensuous effect of the food is obtained through
manipulation with sense modalities both visu-
ally, auditory, gustatory, and tactile. This expe-
rience-related approach to food and the sta-
ging of meals is particularly evident within the
more experimenting part of the restaurant
business where, for instance, Danish
Madeleines Madteater dissolves the ordinary
restaurant meal into a theatre play orchestra-
ted by live performance, artificial light, medi-
ated pictures, sound, and architectural set-
tings. Here the diners, in line with ordinary the-
atres, purchase tickets for the show/meal via
the Internet store BilletNET, thus entrusting
the entire procedure of the evening and dinner
course to the restaurant. As restaurant guest
you are unaware of the remaining dinner com-
pany, the food servings, and the conditions of
the visit, but in a really theatrical manner this
allows the restaurant to seduce you through a
carefully planned scenography of sensuous
meal experiences. The meal at Madeleines is
spiced with experiences not just luring nose
and mouth, but also addressing the body, eyes,
ears, and even emotional centres of the brain
via the involvement of the diner as a perfor-
ming part of the entire set-up, and by manipu-
lating motion pictures, sounds, tableware ser-
vings, textures, and interior. (Theil, 2007; Wern,
2007; Christensen, 2007)
But is the comprehension of food as more than
mere nutrition and the elaborate focus on food
as experience and eventful staging, exclusively
a characteristic of our contemporary times?
And is it a tendency exclusively applicable to
restaurants?
The history of food experiences
During our research, we have deliberately stu-
died whether this performative approach
towards the comprehension of the meal as
event and experience outlined with the cases of
Madeleines Madteater and club “24” are new
phenomena characterising the contemporary
relation to food, or whether this phenomenon
of food as experience and event can be traced
back in time? 
Especially the chef and confectioner Antonin
Caréme is worthy of consideration in this con-
text. Back in the 19th century, he enrolled the
culinary traditions into a new “taste-millen-
nium” with the addition of style, method and
knowledge of architecture, paintings, literature,
sculpture, and natural sciences, respectively, to
the preparation, servings, and presentation of
food. (Korsmeyer 1999) As a chef and confecti-
oner, Caréme was not just interested in the
food preparation but also made a great virtue
of decorating the spatial settings and tables of
the dining facility in keeping with the style of
the served food, thus forming the meal into a
narrative of a unified whole. Caréme became
particularly known for his spectacular piece
montées, grand display pieces made form spun
sugar, almond paste, and other malleable
purées or meat patés. Those grand displays
almost resembled architectural shapes and
scales of classical temples, ruins or Chinese
pavilions, which, even though they were origi-
nally a part of the dessert, constituted a central
place on the dinner table throughout the entire
feast, thus forming a unique space around the
diner. (Strong 2002, Glanville, 2002)
The historical study further proved that food
during the period of Roman Antique as well as
in the Middle Ages, the Renaissance, the period
of Enlightenment, and the Industrialization has
been utilized as experience and event, especi-
ally with the staging of grandiose royal feasts
and banquets among the higher societies. In
relation hereto, the study clearly proved cohe-
rence between the development of architectu-
ral means for an overall staging via music, per-
formance, tableware, cutlery, and furniture,
and the contemporary development within
technology. Furthermore, the study clarified
how the higher intention behind these feasts
was not the experience-value alone, but presu-
mably a means for the higher aristocracy to
communicate social power, status, and prospe-
rity within society through lavish events and
sensuous meal experiences. 
Even though the 19th century was hardly as
experience focused as the Antique period, the
Middle Ages, or the Renaissance, the decorati-
on of the dinner table and the ornamentation of
the food still had some kind of experience-
related value, and the figurative presentation of
the food in line with the tendency of the
Renaissance and previous times was re-impo-
sed. The food in its original, recognizable sta-
tes as ingredients was gone, and instead those
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magnificent grand food sculptures or architec-
tonic pieces were introduced, to a great extent
being dominated by colourful dyeing, neat pat-
terns and paper ornamentations. (Strong, 2002)
Simultaneously with Caréme, a gradual change
within the culinary field occurred due to alter-
ations in food servings and table settings. What
had so far been known as service á la francaise
slowly evolved into service á la russe, which is
a method of serving the food directly to each
diner from the kitchen off some grand dishes
instead of arranging the food altogether at a
set dinner table. (Strong 2002, Glanville &
Young 2002) 
The design of spectacular table settings was by
the end of the 19th century and the beginning
of the 20th century aside, therefore primarily
taken over by grand flower decorations and
sculptural candle holders. (Strong 2002) The
focus of the culinary experience is as such to a
much greater extent focused around the speci-
fic arrangement of the food on the individual
plate and the appearance of the plate, as well
as the cutlery and the manner of eating, rather
than the dinner table as a unified grand display
of centre pieces and food sculptures. And this
tendency, where everything to a great extent
revolves around the diner as an eating individu-
al rather than a part of a larger society, is per-
haps underlined with the contemporary ten-
dencies within Molecular Gastronomy, where,
for instance, restaurants like Madeleines in
some situations remove the plate instead ser-
ving the food directly into the mouth of the
diner with a spoon or a cannula.
Seen in relation hereto, the historical study did
not reveal anything new in the utilization of
food as event and experience. It rather pointed
towards new tendencies in the approach to
food experiences as qualitatively rather than
quantitatively grounded. Hence, we could conc-
lude that the discussion concerning food as
experience and event is still evident and highly
relevant as the intention behind the utilization
of food as experience today is far more perso-
nally directed in its affirmation of social affilia-
tions and qualitative luxury than the quantitati-
ve approach historically being utilized to com-
municate the plethora of the feudal society. As
such, it is not the intention of communicating
the power and prosperity of the aristocracy to
the common public which today drives the
grand focus on experiences, but perhaps rat-
her a desire for standing out and marking
one’s own place in the enormous offer of con-
temporary foods and goods, and thereby dra-
wing consumers’ attention by good meal expe-
riences and meals as events. 
However, with the case of for instance
Madeleines Madteater the intention behind the
meal experiences, in our opinion, reaches
beyond the mere aspects of promoting the res-
taurant and marking their place in the gross
offer on food experiences; it further serves a
social and cultural purpose initiating social
relations among diners by means of spectacu-
lar and astonishing meal experiences addres-
sing you both bodily and mentally. 
When Madeleines deliberately chooses to move
people around different architectural settings
during their “meal-performance”, forcing
strangers to sit closely on the floor in dark
spaces eating of toothbrushes, toasting and
dancing on tables during mealtime they encou-
rage social interaction by means of the archi-
tectural configuration and the settings of the
meal. The spectacular architecture and food
together with the performative aspect of the
entire restaurant environment as such invites
for social relations and bonding across strang-
ers despite the otherwise more personally
directed tendencies in the food servings.
Food as urban regeneration
When you ask the question whether foods and
meals can as such be perceived as potential
tools or methods for future experience-related
urban regeneration, and whether this approach
then calls for new standards and new design-
related solutions from the architect, our opini-
on is; yes. - Considerations on the architectural
staging of meal experiences and the utilization
of food as a social generator can in our opinion
be used to create new experience-related
domains in the future city, just as it is seen in
the restaurant environment with Madeleines
Madteater or partly at the club “24”. And with
the following outline of the two cases NoRA
and ICE-AID our goal is to illustrate how the
interdisciplinary co-operation between chefs
and architectural designers can contribute to
performative city experiences initiating social
relations among citizens. 
Adopting the considerations on the interrelati-
onship between food and cultural offers put
forth by Franck and the history outline, we with
the exemplification of the two cases NoRA and
ICE-AID proposes to utilize the social relations
occurring in the settings of meal experiences,
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to create new temporary urban spaces or
experience domains in the city, making the
meal the central focus around product promo-
tion and cultural offers on experience, learning,
and social relating. 
NoRA
As a specific case, it is our claim that the pavi-
lion NoRA; an interdisciplinary project brought
to life in a close collaboration between the net-
work consortium Food College Denmark, a
group of students from the University of
Aalborg - Department of Architecture and
Design, Culinary Institute of Denmark, and the
National Culinary Team of Denmark, covers
several of the performative and socializing
parameters outlined above. NoRA encompas-
ses functions and activities of developing and
preparing experience-related food, communi-
cation, and knowledge-production through an
ambient exhibition environment as well as
workshop facilities forming the outer frames
around a “culinary experience-production unit”.
The project as such on one hand wishes to
initiate a debate and dialog, not just with the
surrounding urban environment and its citizens
but also with food manufacturers, corporate
businesses, and educations. On the other hand,
the project further seeks to involve the city in
the understanding of an urban scene inter-
changing knowledge between local and global
cultures, through the experience and commu-
nication of food and architectural form.  
As part of the initial branding value of the pavi-
lion NoRA, the project was exhibited at the 10th
International Architecture Biennale in Venice in
2006. The theme of the 10th International
Architecture Biennale was; Cities, Architecture
and Society. The pavilion NoRA was one of the
rare projects actually being shown in full scale,
thus representing a real building relative to
various scale models of grand city projects, but
also representing a tangible architecture focu-
sing on human interaction by means of bodily
relations and experiences instead of pure eye-
sight/ visual communication and mediated pre-
sentations, as was the case with the majority of
the exhibited biennale projects. As such, the
functional and experience related intention of
fusing food and design in an architectural set-
ting such as NoRA became a unique small-
scale comment on the subjects of social relati-
ons, in the otherwise gross offer of urban city
structures exhibited at the Biennale.
The architecture of the pavilion NoRA facilita-
tes social relations by means of digital medi-
ated layer and physical furniture as lounge and
kitchen inviting you to explore both the new
event platforms of culinary arts as well as new
ways of interacting with the city and architectu-
ral form. 
How come? Well, NoRA originates from a site
analysis identifying the movement of light and
shadow as well as experienced flow of the
Biennale visitors or performing chefs inside the
pavilion. These dynamic parameters were
qualitatively translated into digital parametric
values and forces on screen,  and based on
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Exterior NoRA.
The pavilion NoRA encompasses
functions and activities of develo-
ping and preparing experience-
related food, communication, and
knowledge-production through
an ambient exhibition environ-
ment as well as workshop facili-
ties forming the outer frames
around a “culinary experience-
production unit”. 
Photo: Michael A. S.  Damkjær,
Food College Denmark
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fluid dynamics software a diagrammatic volu-
me was generated. The whole process was
observed and stopped according to an intended
size of 35 square metres, resulting in a pavilion
and a volume of immediate interest reflecting
the specific Biennale site, and tempting for fur-
ther exploration. The digital generation of
NoRA and simulation of environmental forces
using fluid dynamic software is not immacula-
te. Errors occur with the particle systems,
which is evident in wanton drops spreading
around the main pavilion volume. These drops
or pavilion satellites have become one of the
key elements defining the expression of NoRA
controlling light and sound. Hereby, NoRA
expands architectural agencies in a site sensi-
tive architecture addressing issues such as
equitable access and electronic transparency
almost resembling the concept of the iBar™.
By incorporating cameras, loudspeakers, and
sensors in each of the satellites directly con-
nected to a digital system within the main
space of the pavilion, an ambient space of
sound and light, responsive to human interacti-
on and movement of visitors around NoRA,
occurs. Hence, NoRA creates both an intimate
space within the pavilion, but further unfolds
food activities, social events, and a sensuous
environment into the city and surrounding
landscape.
Upon meeting the pavilion, it invites you to
socially as well as physically interact with the
city in new ways. As the satellites spread
around the area of the pavilion registers your
movements, a responsive layer of light and
sound occur, luring attention respectively on
the interior of the pavilion and its activities as
well as linking your specific movements to the
density and diversity of other spectators in the
surrounding area. Focusing on movements,
touch, and taste; the interior, exterior, and
urban landscape unfolded with the satellites
physically as mentally links spectators, perfor-
ming chefs, and objects together forming a
space of sensuous experience. The purpose of
the pavilion is, with a specific focus on food and
meals processed in the northern region of
Denmark, to travel around Europe and, through
the mediated and tangible space, communicate
greater attention to the presentation and enjoy-
ment of healthy food-design experiences. 
Architects create intentions of space. NoRA is
as such an experiment exploring what happens
when digital spaces are realized and become
physical places linking personal relations to
architectural space and food.
By stimulating locally-rooted and food related
versions of the experience based city NoRA
represents a concrete opportunity for food
manufactures to brand themselves and their
products in new experience-related manners
travelling around different cities, creating tem-
porary domains of cultural and food-related
activities as means to both promote their pro-
ducts as well as create new valuable social
relations to both customers and consumers. 
At the time of writing, the pavilion has besides
the Biennale in Venice, furthermore visited the
two Danish cities of Skagen and Aalborg,
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Skagen Harbour Jubilee
11.7.2007. Thorsten Schmidt, one
of Denmark’s finest and most
innovative chefs, challenged his
royal highness the Danish Crown
Prince Frederik and the Minister
of Food Hans Christian Schmidt
with examples of modern cuisine
and trend-setting molecular gas-
tronomy such as mock jellyfish,
herbal chocolate and flash-frozen
yoghurt blinis with caviar and dill
in the new foodstuff pavilion,
NoRA.  
Photo: Michael A. S. Damkjær,
Food College Denmark
during the celebration of the 100 years Skagen
Harbour Jubilee and the Aalborg Culture Night,
respectively. During these events, the pavilion
hosted a wide range of exhibitions and food
servings promoting different food manufactu-
rers from the Northern Region of Denmark as
well as exhibiting design projects made by stu-
dents from the Department of Architecture and
Design, Aalborg University. In the future, the
pavilion will likewise host different events and
workshops initiating the field of foods and
design, for instance visiting the University of
Naples, Italy and the Scandinavian Embassy in
Berlin, Germany, in 2009.   
CHARITY: ICE-AID
Another specific example of the combination of
food with architectural design as an eventful
and social facilitator or generator in the public
domains of the city is a project developed at
Aalborg University in close collaboration with
local food manufacturers, external designers,
and Food College Denmark, which among
other things resulted in the unique and inspi-
ring project ICE-AID. ICE-AID examines some
of the potential occurring in the intersection of
foods and design from the question of whether
food is design? Can ice-cream be design?
Foods are a relatively new area within the
design-related field, but considering its unlimi-
ted potential and challenging assignments, the
field craves attention. ICE-AID is a provoking
and direct comment on global warming, utili-
zing the innovative combination of food and
design to draw attention to and create a debate
on specific subjects. ICE-AID is an educational
project developed by a group of students in col-
laboration with the company Ryå Is in Northern
Jutland, and is developed as an event ice-
cream prepared for sales and marketing at
festivals, events, and special arrangements
around public city domains. The ICE-AID con-
cept consists of high quality ice-cream delive-
red by Ryå Is served directly in a bowl-like
wrapping of clear tap-water ice. The higher
motivation behind this idea is the promotional
value and intention of direct pain related to the
melting ice covering your hand as you eat the
ice. With the experience and digestion of the
melting ice, the designer’s intention behind the
idea of the ICE-AID is to give the consumer a
direct experience associating the consequence
of our contemporary energy consuming lifesty-
le with an added a twist of humour and positive
taste experiences.  
Besides promoting the specific product or
company, the design contains a specific agen-
da giving attention to a political and environ-
mental issue, making consumers aware of
contemporary circumstances simultaneously
adding a layer of astonishment and surprise
possibly inviting for discussion and debate
among spectators/ consumers, thus again initi-
ating social relations as argued for by Franck
and the historic outline. Hence, both the pro-
jects NoRA and ICE_AID touch upon more than
urbane, architectural, and design-related
aspects of experiences and events, but further
seek to process and innovate the question of
regenerative factors in the city; the social rela-
tions and bodily interaction which historically
have been formed around the dining table and
the shared meal experience, via the performa-
tive combination of food with architectural
design.
The meal as identity and social generator
Besides the initiate consideration on the
aspects of the “experience-value” the argu-
mentation behind food and architecture as fra-
mes around the formation of social relations
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ICE-AID
The project ICE-AID is a provo-
king and direct comment on glo-
bal warming, utilising the innova-
tive combination of food and
design to draw attention to and
create a debate on specific sub-
jects.   
Photo: Lasse Wind Pedersen,
Food College Denmark
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must be found partly in the field of sociology
and history. As long as man has endured and
because he is omnivorous – that is cable of
eating a wide range of different foods - the
choice of food has been a fundamental aspect
in our daily intake of different meals. 
As human individual, mankind is capable of
surviving on several different categories of
foods, ranging from vegetable to animal pro-
ducts. Thereby it is no longer just the goal of
nutritional value or satiety which determines
which foods we as individuals choose to eat,
but to a great extent choices made from our
subjective values and preferences based on
cultural, physiological, and psychological
aspects. (Hetherington, 2001; Meiselman, 2000)
On the background of exactly this omnivorous
ability and a complex system of taste preferen-
ces, the meal moves beyond the frame of
digestion and physiology, and instead enrols
itself into a cultural and social context where
the food we choose to eat or serve to our
guests communicates who we are and which
social affiliations we represent. (Holm, 2005)
Within the field of sociology, food has in relati-
on hereto throughout several years formed the
basis of an understanding of how different
social relations can be expressed with meals
and their inherited food rituals, as well as how
this is reflected in different cultures through
specific norms of society. The sociologist
Kathrine O’Doherty Jensen describes in her
article; “Food and eating habits”, how manners
of eating express one’s identity, and how, with
the choice of food, one communicates peculia-
rity and affiliation to a certain group, family,
generation, sex, school, religion, or nation.
(Jensen, 2003) Perceived in this perspective,
food is a certain way of differing from the
crowd or marking one’s social status in relati-
on to the surrounding society expressed
through variations of choices of food quality,
preparation, prize, arranging, serving, and
taste. 
Which foods express especially high social sta-
tus or prosperity has, however, altered through
time as norms of societies and supplies and
demands of foods across the world has chang-
ed. If we again look back in time, the arrange-
ment of grandiose feasts and banquets had
great importance in the marking of political
power, wealth, and status within the European
aristocracy (royals, nobility, and court) during
the Antique period, the Middle Ages and forth
to the 20th century. The more luxurious, lavish,
and sumptuous the food and meals were, the
wealthier and more powerful you were. The
experience and the staging of the food have, in
our opinion, therefore been of great importance
and been the means by which you reached your
goal of communicating social status atop the
hierarchy, as well as politically proving your
power and wisdom. As part of the staging, it
has, however, not just been the food and the
taste of the food which have contributed to the
sumptuous experience, but especially also the
interior decorations and spatial configurations
characterising the settings around the feast.
And particularly this aspect, the way the food in
correlation with the architecture forms the fra-
mes around our social world as seen with both
the cases of NoRA and ICE_AID, must in our
opinion be considered extremely important in
the future design of new experience cities.
Based on the historical outline, almost every
historical era has defined its own archetype
within grand feasts, all in some manner reflec-
ting the contemporary time and society they
are a product of. In the Roman Antique period
and the Middle Ages, it was seen how food
deliberately, by use of decorations and specta-
cular forms, triggered surprise and astonish-
ment among the diners, though often failing to
be what it appeared to. As such, the arrange-
ment and creativity within the servings and
preparation of food, as well as the unlimited
access to culinary finesse, testified to the cle-
verness and ingenuity of the host. During the
Renaissance, the period of Enlightenment and
Industrialization the focus on the aspect of sur-
prise changed, moving more towards a focus
on visual seduction and the aesthetic taste
expressed through figurative settings, theatri-
cal staging of meals, and grand displays of
tableware, china, and silverware combined with
exquisite furniture design and interior décor.
Distinctive for the different historical feasts and
banquets, though, is the aspect of all the din-
ners benefiting from the lavish, sensuous
experience and the theatrical event expressed
through imaginative arrangements of the food
and the additional entertainment of music,
singing, recitation, dancing, performing or sho-
wing grand displays of material goods. – But
perhaps most importantly the multi-sensuous
experience, engaging both body, eyes, ears,
nose, and mouth. 
In relation hereto, the frames around the meal,
the room or the dining hall, its interior and the
dining table with its settings, has apparently
played an important role in the communication
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and staging of the food. The feast becomes an
event and an experience for all sense modaliti-
es. And those aspects, the multi-sensuous
experience communicated in the fusion of food
and architecture is what both the projects of
NoRA and ICE-AID utilizes to create surprise,
astonishment and attention on specific sub-
jects as social relations of the city and environ-
mental, political issues – utilizing the sensuous
experience of the dinner table in the urban
experience environment. 
The meal as a social event
The historical purpose of the dinner has never
just been about eating together, but with agen-
das of debating politics and financial subjects it
has often been to form a social event for net-
working and formation of new relations
through conversation and fabulous eating
instead. With a profound understanding of the
potential of feasts and the rituals of the meal,
it was possible to define one’s place and role in
society. Simultaneously, the meal was a means
of excluding or segmenting among social clas-
ses, and the rejection of- or lacking invitation
to a specific dinner party or feast - could have
devastating social consequences for the given
individual. (Strong 2002) With the formulation
of table manners and formal rituals of dinner,
it was to some degree easier for lower ranking
people of some prosperity to achieve status
and recognition among higher social classes
than previously. It is, however, simultaneously
an expression of the grand focus of contempo-
rary times on socialization and marking one’s
status through the meal and its rituals which is
seen in the Antique period, the Middle Ages,
the Renaissance and even today, where several
restaurants demand certain dress-codes or
unwritten standards of their diners. 
The food as experience and event has throug-
hout history been far more than a question of
good experiences, sense perception, and lavish
dishes, but to a great extent also the answer to
sophistically communicating one’s social sta-
tus, reproducing one’s affiliations among the
higher social classes, and continuously develo-
ping the feudal regime. With for instance the
initiate pieces of display and the grand imitati-
ons of castles, escutcheons, and acts of war in
exaggerated dimensions and modelled in foods
during the Middle Ages, the food becomes
more than an artistic means of expression, but
likewise a direct symbol of affiliation, political
persuasions, and social status as further
argued for above by O’Doherty Jensen.   
Food as experience and event
– past and present
If we look at Madeleines Madteater, then the
difference from the historical feasts is striking-
ly small. It is still the experience-related and
highly sensuous perception expressed through
the staging of the meal via architectural set-
tings, form, interior décor, furniture, tableware,
artificial lighting, and entertainments of sound,
dance and acting, which is going on today. 
Today, it is perhaps not so much the question
of higher social class and feudal regime which
drives the higher intentions behind the acts of
Madeleines, transforming the restaurant meal
into a theatre play of sensuous impressions.
Whereas the historical cases were strongly
characterised by the political and power-rela-
ted intentions of the higher social classes to
mark their status and prosperity as private
persons, then probably totally different intenti-
ons drive a public restaurant like Madeleines.
The arrangement of the plate and the presen-
tation of the food as it were initiated with ser-
vice á la russe, is presently through Madeleines
Madteater reformatted and enrolled in a new
Millennium. Here, the food is, as previously
mentioned, as often eaten with cannulas or
pipettes, as knives and forks, as well as the
ordinary plates usually providing a safe and
comfortable frame around the food while not
necessarily playing a role in the dinner set-
tings. The tendency to a great extent developed
with Madeleines Madteater within the prepara-
tion and presentation of food as event also
exists in other European culinary experimen-
ting restaurants, and furthermore on far smal-
ler scales in “ordinary” restaurants – even piz-
zerias - where the intercourse with the food
and the sensuous experience of the food pre-
paration becomes an important supplement to
the enjoyment of good taste and satiety. 
Fundamental aspects of the discussion of why
the meal as experience and event is at all rele-
vant still exist. With the experience-related or
performative meal and our participation herein,
we communicate our social affiliations and pri-
vileges to our surrounding society, and hereby
achieve accept and acknowledgement, thus
assuring our position in specific social groups
or potentially develop new social relations by
attending public dinners and food events. In
our contemporary time, this is manifested with
Madeleines Madteater and other restaurants,
presumably we as guests visiting their restau-
rants and participating in their food events
become part of a certain group; knowing and
trying out those latest trends of eating.
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Simultaneously, the food as experience and
event is a means among restaurant owners to
attract attention and heighten the status of
their specific places and foods relative to the
extended offer on foods existing today. 
Whereas the meal as a unified whole with the
orchestrated food events and the play on
seduction, surprise, and astonishment histori-
cally has been a quantitative means of commu-
nicating one’s power and prosperity; the food
as experience and event in relation to the res-
taurant business today points to a much grea-
ter extent towards a qualitative approach,
directly aimed at the individual diner, marking
one’s position and attracting new costumers,
simultaneously possibly forming new social
bonds across diners and spectators.
Back at the MOTO restaurant in New York, our
strawberry sorbet still hovers frizzingly above
the accompanying quadratic sweets. A hollow
sphere of ice-cream, which the chef Ben Roche
has created utilizing tools and equipment in his
kitchen ordinarily belonging to the laboratories
of gene-technology and bio-chemistry. The
experience and the precise sequences of sur-
prises expressed through texture, composition,
form, and interaction with the diner. Diners are
surprised by the exploratory and spectacular
approach towards food and the debate around
the tables begins. A transcended experience
not necessarily exclusively belonging to the
space of the dinner table, but potentially drif-
ting off the dining room finally merging with
the city where it becomes an architectural
means; a sensuous impression in combination
of food with design and architectural form in
scales of both cityscapes, buildings, room,
interior, furniture, and tableware, creating a
total experience forming social relations
among strangers as argued above. 
It is these elements, the considerations of the
performative experience expressed through
form and food, which in particular have been
utilized in the mediated spaces of the pavilion
NoRA; respectively through its immediate sen-
suous form and the promotion of different
foods, as well as the digital network inviting for
physical and metaphysical interaction among
visitors. The higher intentions behind the paper
and the above case studies have been to exa-
mine and draw attention to how the meal and
architecture are related, as well as clarifying
how the combination of food and architecture
or an architectural-food based design appro-
ach can potentially enhance the development
and design of future experience cities; of either
permanent state as the restaurants MOTO and
Madeleines, or temporary state as the food
domains created with the pavilion NoRA and
the Charity project ICE-AID.
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